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Preface
MARKETING:REALPEOPLE,
REAL CHOICES

Why did we write this book? We’ll answer this question with a simple, yet profound, state-ment:

Companies don’t makedecisions. People do. And those decisions have never been harder

than in recent memory, when marketers had to adjust to a worldwide pandemic that chal-lenged

many of the choices they needed to make. Professors and students have had to

make hard choices, too! Weall had to adapt to this “strange new world” together.

But regardless of what changing economic and social conditions may bring, at the end

of the day, good marketing is good marketing! That’s why “real people, real choices” is our

mantra. Too often students read about what a company did or didn’t do. We’ve worked with

alot of marketers and their great brands over the years, but we’ve never “met” a company

(whether in lockdown or not). Have you? It’s not faceless companies but rather real flesh-and-blood

people—people like students and their professors—who agonize over important

marketing decisions.

These managers (hopefully) applied the marketing lessons they learned both while in

school and in the trenches to make the best choices they could. Our focus on “real people,

real choices” adds people (yes, real ones) to the equation that many marketing textbooks

neglect. The real people, real choices focus is reinforced throughout the book by the end-of-chapter

cases that require students to evaluate real companies’ decisions and make their

own recommendations and by the decision-making opportunities in many of the end-of-chapter

questions and activities.

Solving Teaching and Learning
Challenges

Just like the executives we profile, we know what it’s like to bein the trenches. That’s because

weteach the Principles of Marketing course on a regular basis in both face-to-face and online

formats. We understand the challenge of engaging an entire class of students—many of

whom are not marketing majors and who come to class with a bit of a chip on their shoulders,

like: “Why should I have to take this class if I’m not going into marketing as a career path?”

That’s why we work hard wherever possible to emphasize the role that marketing plays in a

larger context and in real-world organizations (and we encourage you to do so as well).

Real People vignettes feature a variety of real decision makers, from CEOs to brand

managers, who confront decisions in their jobs that relate to each chapter. These vignettes

help students to understand how marketing plays out in real companies, including Levi

Strauss, PepsiCo, AdventHealth, the Philadelphia Phillies, and many others. Each vignette

includes a Here’s My Problem section that presents real options considered by the mar-keter.

Students can then use their critical-thinking skills to determine the best solution to

each problem.

It’s a revelation to students when they understand that, if nothing else, they definitely

will need to market themselves. This textbook was the first to emphasize the notion of

“Brand You,” and to show students how the concepts they learn in the course apply directly

to their own personal marketing plan. Beginning with the 10th edition, we expanded on

that idea to offer a complete Brand You section in every chapter that discusses how the

topic of the chapter, such as research or pricing, plays an important role in developing a

personal marketing plan.

x
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A great read—that’s how students describe our book. As

we’ve always done, throughout this 11th edition, we deliver con-tent

in a conversational, jargon-free, and not overly academic

style that students actually enjoy reading (we know, because they

tell us). One reason we can do this is because all three authors

have extensive experience working in marketing in industry in

addition to their academic training and experience, and to this

day, all three continue to work with organizations as marketing

consultants! That’s the secret sauce of what keeps Real People,

Real Choices so real!

Developing Employability
Skills

So, how do we prepare tomorrow’s marketer? For one, we know

that they will need to be “a numbers person.” In the old days, a

lot of students majored in marketing because they “weren’t good

at math,” hence avoiding majors like accounting, finance, or economics. That’s so 20th

century! Increasingly, the marketing field is data driven, and sophisticated analytics are

revolutionizing the options organizations have at their fingertips to create, communicate,

deliver, and measure value. We’re proud to say that with each edition we have continued

to lead the field in offering to instructors and students cutting-edge coverage of market-ing

analytics and metrics. In this edition, we’ve continued to expand that coverage sig-nificantly

to show how marketers use the exciting new tools they have available to

understand and harness Big Data through marketing analytics as they strive to identify

and meet customer needs.

To reinforce this focus throughout the book:

• Apply Marketing Metrics exercises at the end of each chapter provide additional

opportunities for students to try their hand at applying some of the same metrics that

marketers useto help them make good decisions.

• Way back in the 8th edition when quite a few practicing marketers hadn’t even heard

of Big Data, we were proud to be the first Principles of Marketing textbook to devote

an entire chapter (Chapter 5) to the emerging and vital topic of marketing analytics

and related tools. In this 11th edition, we’ve greatly expanded that chapter’s coverage

to include numerous new key terms, many more application examples to connect con-cepts

to practice, and several new tables and figures to further illustrate this fascinat-ing

aspect of the emerging world of the “new marketer.”

• The name of the game in marketing nowadays is maximizing the success of the cus-tomer

experience. To do this requires that marketers think and plan more holistically

about what makes for a great customer experience, rather than just doing it piece-meal.

In this 11th edition, we include a chapter (Chapter 12) that is fully devoted to

best practices across the components of the customer’s experience with a provider

and its offerings.

• One critical area to enhance employability in marketing today is a keen understand-ing

of the role of digital and social media marketing approaches to marketing com-munication.

In today’s agency and company environments, often it is digital and

social marketing that takes precedence over more “traditional” promotional tools,

like television and print advertising. Marketing students need to gain a body of

knowledge about these newer approaches from their very first marketing course,

and this 11th edition features a heavily revamped and extensive coverage of these

important topics (Chapters 13 and 14)
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Newto This Edition
So far, you’ve read about a wide variety of new and enhanced features of this 11th edition.

Just in case we haven’t impressed you enough already, here’s a summary list of those and

more that make our book stand out as by far the most up-to-date, cutting-edge product in

the Marketing Principles market!

• Five of the decision-focused Real People vignettes that open each chapter are new to

this edition. The new vignettes feature marketers from: PepsiCo, AdventHealth, Mary

Kay, Terra Cycle, and the Philadelphia Phillies.

• Nine (9) new and five (5) extensively updated Marketing in Action cases are included

at the end of chapters. The nine new cases feature the problems and opportunities

faced by the following exciting, contemporary organizations:

- StockX

- P&G

- Anheuser-Busch InBev

- ThirdLove

- Helen of Troy

- Rent the Runway

- Lululemon Athletica

- Nestlé

- Brud

• 80 new key terms appear throughout the chapters.

For moreinformation on changes in each chapter of this 11th edition, see the chart below.

Chapter-by-Chapter Updates

Chapter 1 Welcome to the

World of Marketing: Create

and Deliver Value

• New discussion of the continuing evolution of marketing, including the very important cus-tomer

experience, service-dominant logic, and the co-creation of value

• Discussion of disruption in marketing with examples of how product innovations have created

disruptions in marketing

• New Marketing in Action Case: Real Choices at StockX

• New key terms added to this chapter:

- customer experience (CX or CEX)

- service-dominant logic

- customer co-creation

- recommendation engine

- disruptive marketing

Chapter 2 Global, Ethical,

and Sustainable Marketing

• New Real People opening vignette featuring Tom Szaky at TerraCycle

• New discussion of disruption in the global marketplace, including changes in the distribu-tion

of wealth, access to education, and improvements in infrastructure, especially media and

telecommunications

• Discussion of increasing differences in have and have-not countries as exposed by the

COVID-19 pandemic

• Increased coverage of the tariff debate and the U.S.–China trade war

• New key terms added to this chapter:

- climate change

- consumer xenocentris
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Chapter 3 Strategic Market

Planning

• New Real People opening vignette featuring Bob Roncska at AdventHealth

• Stronger linking of the role of organizational strategy to marketing strategy and planning

• Enhanced explanation and example of the concept of strategic business units

• New coverage of the meaning and importance of organizational mission, vision, and values,

along with clear examples of each

• Multiple examples and connections between the COVID-19 crisis and its impact on organiza-tional

and marketing strategy and planning

• Additional attention to the need for contingency planning and examining multiple planning scenarios

• New Marketing in Action Case: Real Choices at P&G

• New key terms added to this chapter:

- strategy - strategic pivot

- mission

- vision

- vision statement

- organizational values

- nimble organization

- marketing metrics

- digital disruption

- digital vortex

- contingency planning

- scenarios

Chapter 4 Market Research • Added focus on the importance of confidentiality and anonymity in market research

• New dialogue on data privacy, data security, and risk management asthe issues pertain to marketers

• Discussion of the concept of using mystery shoppers in market research

• Update on the Q Score syndicated research process

• Enhanced coverage of qualitative research, quantitative research, and in-depth interviews

• Introduction of robocalls and spoofed numbers and their impact on consumers

• Coverage of the technique of catfishing online

• New key terms added to this chapter:

- GIGO

- data privacy

- confidentiality

- anonymity

- risk management

- data security

- mystery shoppers

- data analytics

Chapter 5 Marketing

Analytics: Welcome to the

Era of Data-Driven Insights!

- qualitative research

- quantitative research

- in-depth interview

- survey research

- robocall

- spoofed numbers

- catfish

• New Real People opening vignette featuring Josh Barbieri at the Philadelphia Phillies

• Major overhaul of this chapter to provide students the most up-to-date treatment of marketing

analytics among all Marketing Principles books

• This rapidly changing area in marketing required the addition of 26 brand new key terms,

which run a gamut of core concepts in analytics

• Numerous attractively designed new figures and tables throughout the chapter add enjoyment

and clarity to student learning about marketing analytics

• Heavily updated treatment of CRM to bring this critical learning topic for students up to state-of-the-field

level, including setting SMART goals and establishing key performance indicators

(KPIs) and meaningful metrics to assess results

• Extended new example of marketing automation, including focus on the sales funnel and lead

nurturing

• Heavy attention to three key categories of metrics that are central to marketers: marketing met-rics,

sales metrics, and service metric
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• A new supplemental section after the main chapter that walks students through calculations of

several of these important metrics

• New and enhanced discussion of numerous contemporary data-related issues for marketers,

such as cyber security, hackers, data breach, edge computing, augmented intelligence, deep

learning, deepfake, and blockchain

• New key terms added to this chapter:

- lead

- lead nurturing

- SMART goals

- user adoption metrics

- customer perception metrics

- business performance metrics

- key performance indicators (KPIs)

- edge computing

Chapter 6 Understand

Consumer and Business

Markets

- augmented intelligence

- deep learning

- deepfake

- customer acquisition cost (CAC)

- sales cycle

- share of wallet

- net promoter score (NPS)

- return on experience (ROX)

• New discussion of changing consumer values and the resulting trends, including the sharing econ-omy,

healthier living, diversity and multiculturalism, and consumers’ demand for authenticity

• Discussion of what the new normal following the COVID-19 pandemic will likely look like for

consumers

• New Marketing in Action Case: Real Choices at Anheuser-Busch InBev

• New key terms added to this chapter:

- HoloLens

- flawsome

- social graph

Chapter 7 Segmentation,

Target Marketing, and

Positioning

• Attention to the impact of the COVID-19 crisis on segmentation, target marketing, and

positioning—particularly in terms of future widespread market fragmentation

• Enhanced treatment of a growing issue of oversegmentation by firms

• Increased attention to Gen Z—the current up-and-coming group of consumers

• Strong and positive treatment of the push toward greater social justice and its relationship to

how marketers do segmentation, target marketing, and positioning

• New and highly relevant content on gender identity and related issues, including a discussion

of gender-bending products

• Discussion of the potential impact of the COVID-19 crisis on demographic segmentation in the

context of future spending power

• The artificial intelligence (AI) discussion from Chapter 5 is continued here, bridging to the con-cept

of “segments of one”—tracking the activity and preferences of a single potential customer

and tailoring marketing responses to that unique person

• Addition of a discussion about personas, including examples of the concept in action

• A helpful new illustration of the concept of perceptual maps, using the U.S. steakhouse market

as the example in the graphic

• New Marketing in Action Case: Real Choices at ThirdLove

• New key terms added to this chapter:

- oversegmentation

- gender identity

- androgyny

- gender-bending products

- data-driven disruptive marketing

- in-homing

- Me Too movement

- segment of one

- persona
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Chapter 8 Product I:

Innovation and New

Product Development

• New Real People opening vignette featuring Sheryl Adkins-Green at Mary Kay

• Discussion of the phenomenon during the early days of the COVID-19 crisis of certain products

in the fast-moving-consumer-goods (FMCG) category experiencing substantial increases in

consumer demand

• Treatment of geofencing marketing, including an example of how it can be effectively used

• Greatly increased coverage of design thinking, including its inherent process steps, an approach

that continues to migrate into the way marketers develop products

• Inclusion of a great new Tropicana example of how the brand tackled the tough “awareness

stage” of new product adoption by consumers

• New key term added to this chapter: geofencing marketing

Chapter 9 Product II:

Product Strategy, Branding,

and Product Management

• More emphasis on product objectives, especially their role in supporting broader marketing

objectives and the firm’s overall mission

• New clarifying discussion of the differences between product managers and brand managers

• Coverage of Anheuser-Busch (A-B) InBev’s approach to increasing its product mix by acquiring

new beverage products often by acquiring smaller craft breweries

• A great new explanation of the importance of balance between individual branding approaches

and parlaying the family brand, centered on Coca-Cola’s experiences

• Enhanced discussion and examples of cobranding and lifestyle brands

• A new section sparked by the significant movement toward social justice that began in 2020, high-lighting

marketing’s role in this effort, and particularly exemplifying several legacy brands that

committed to rebranding away from prior words and images to ensure they are not hurtful to others

• New Marketing in Action Case: Real Choices at Helen of Troy

• New key terms added to this chapter:

- product objectives

- lifestyle brands

- rebranding

Chapter 10 Price: What Is

the Value Proposition

Worth?

• New section on innovations in payment systems—digital and virtual currencies and updates

on cryptocurrencies

• Discussion of airlines and other firms changing pricing strategies in response to COVID-19’s

effects on business

• Discussion of consumer responses to the economic effects of COVID-19, including growth in

re-commerce, especially with luxury products

• Discussion of a possible future cashless society

• Stories of price gouging during the pandemic

• New key terms added to this chapter:

- subscription pricing

- digital wallet

- mobile wallet

- buy-now-pay-later (BNPL)

- save-now-buy-later (SNBL)

Chapter 11 Deliver the

Goods: Determine the

Distribution Strategy

- collaborative savings and consumption

- peer-to-peer (P2P), or social lending

- rent-to-own

- cashless society

• Additional attention to the option of an “indirect channel” of distribution in which firms sell

their products through third parties

• More emphasis on the malady of copyright infringement in the context of online distribution

pirac
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• Coverage of Nike’s Triple Double Strategy (2X), the cornerstone of which is the Nike Consumer

Experience (NCX), which includes the firm’s own direct-to-consumer network, as well as a

vastly streamlined slate of wholesale distribution partners

• Clear connections pointed out between new-age distribution channel approaches and opportu-nities

for people in the “gig economy”

• Updated discussion of the use of drones in distribution, along with example firms on the fore-front

of this trend

• New Marketing in Action Case: Real Choices at Rent the Runway

• New key term added to this chapter: indirect channel

Chapter 12 Deliver the

Customer Experience

• New Real People opening vignette featuring Paula Hopkins at PepsiCo

• Discussion and examples of the changing customer experience, including customer journey

mapping

• Additional coverage of how the COVID-19 pandemic has affected both online and offline retailers

• Discussion of changes in technology that have improved distribution

• New examples of experiential retailing

• New section on concept stores

• New Marketing in Action Case: Real Choices at Lululemon Athletica

• New key terms added to this chapter:

- direct-to-consumer (D2C) retail

- Amazon effect

- concept stores

- flash retailing, or pop-up stores and

pop-up retailing

Chapter 13 Promotion I:

Planning and Advertising

- recommerce

- upcycling

- dollar and variety stores

- extended reality (XR)

- order fulfillment automation

• New section on how technology is providing opportunities for personalized advertising

messages

• A discussion of how multichannel strategies can be super successful, using Game of Thrones first

season and final season as examples

• New discussion on the effects on advertising caused by the COVID-19 pandemic

• New discussion of the importance of content marketing

• New content on programmatic advertising used for buying digital advertising

• New Marketing in Action Case: Real Choices at Nestlé

• New key terms added to this chapter:

- ethical bribe

- interactive agency, or digital agency

- in-house agency

Chapter 14 Promotion II:

Social Media Platforms and

Other Promotion Elements

- programmatic advertising, or

programmatic ad buying

- drip pricing

- upfront TV ad pricing

• Expanded discussion of social media marketing

• Expanded discussion of the most important social media platforms for marketers, including

Instagram, YouTube, TikTok, Snapchat, and Twitch

• New discussion of viral marketing with DJ D-Nice’s #ClubQuarantine example

• New discussion of social selling, social commerce, media multitasking (or second screening),

cord-cutting, memes, storytelling, and short-form storytelling

• New coverage of PR activity of corporate activism, or social marketing, and the use of event-management

software such as Eventbrit
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• New Marketing in Action Case: Real Choices at Brud

• New key terms added to this chapter:

- groundswell

- media multitasking, or second screening

- cord-cutting

- cosplay

- Instagram

- sponsored posts

- YouTube

- TikTok

- Snapchat

Instructor Teaching Resources
Please go to www.pearson.com for more information on instructor resources.
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PART ONE: Understand the Value Proposition

1WelcometotheWorldof
Marketing

Create and Deliver Value
1.1 Explain what marketing

is, the marketing mix,

what can be marketed,

and the value of

marketing.

1.2 Explain the evolution of

the marketing concept.

1.3 Understand value from

the perspectives of

customers, producers,

and society.

1.4 Explain the basics of

market planning.

1.5 Understand how to

increase your chances

of getting a great first job

and having a successful

career by using the

marketing process to

create a personal brand.

MeetSuzanne McFadden
A Decision Maker at Comcast

Suzanne McFadden is Senior Vice President, Customer Experience & Communications at Comcast Cable,

a part of Comcast NBCUniversal. Headquartered in Philadelphia, Comcast Cable is one of the nation’s

largest video, high-speed Internet, and phone providers to residential customers under the XFINITY

brand, and it also provides these services to businesses. Additionally, it offers wireless, security, and auto-mation

services to residential customers under the XFINITY brand.

Suzanne received a BA in marketing and finance from the University of Delaware. She joined Com-cast

in 1997 in a field marketing role and gained experience in many aspects of marketing, such as cus-tomer

acquisition and competitive and operations marketing, to rise through the ranks to land in her current responsibility for the

end-to-end customer communications journey, from onboarding through engagement and the entire customer life cycle of Comcast’s

cable operations.

What I do when I’m not working:

Love spending time with family and

friends—in particular, travel and food

experiences. Also squeeze in time for

reading, exercise, and TV watching.

First job out of school:

Marketing Coordinator, SportsChannel

Philadelphia

Career high:

Being involved in the launch of

Comcast High-Speed Internet. At the

time, early 1997, companies were

questioning if this “Internet thing” was

really going to pay off—absolutely

amazing to see the impact.

2

Ajob-related mistake I wishI

hadn’t made:

Nevertaking a chance early on to moveto

a different part of the country or the world.

My hero:

All of the career women who came

before me—I am amazed whenI look

back at the corporate gender stereotypes

of history and realize mysuccessis only

possible due to the women who endured

inequality to get us where we are today.

My motto to live by:

Never burn a bridge. People will often

circle back into your life in a personal

or professional capacity—make sure

things always end on a positive note.

What drives me:

In work,it is the competitive nature of the

industry. It’s fast paced, so you need to

stay informed and make quick decisions.

My management style:

Partnership and understanding. I make

sure I know what motivates and drives

my employees to success and work to

give them what they need from me—leadership,

time, attention, or hands

off. It is different for all and that is

what leaders must understand.

Don’t do this when interviewing

with me:

Say “I” over and over.

Suezanne

McFadden

Suzanne’s

Info

Objective

Outlin



Here’s my problem...
Real People, Real Choices

Comcast has been working hard to improve its cus-tomer

service and brand reputation. Overthe last few years, they put tools in

place to measure customer advocacy and satisfaction and provide a real-time

feedback loop for employees to report and solve problems in order to

help customers. In addition, they continue to innovate their product lines to

meet customers’ increasing entertainment, communication, and home

needs. As a result, they have seen brand perception and customer satisfac-tion

continue to rise.

But because there is now so much choice, customers do not always order

the right package and set ofservices at the time of sale, and because Comcast

offers a full 30-day money back guarantee, customers feel empowered to

change up their package asthey try out their new services.

Research shows that customers’ anxiety goes up after they place an

order and it stays up until their services are fully installed and activated.If the

customer has signed up for a quad-play (Xfinity TV, Internet, Voice and Home

Security),thereis muchto tell the customeraboutinstallation and activation.

Thus, one of the team’s first priorities wasto ensure that the first 90 days of a

customer’s service experience are perfect.

The team identified one simple solution: Stay in touch with customers

during the “onboarding” process and put them at easethat all will go well.

They took advantage of new communications technologies to maintain this

contact. By using platforms like email and SMS(short messageservice) that

allowed them to text their customers, ratings of satisfaction with their service

climbed significantly.

Knowing that the first 30 days are not only alearning time but a key time

for a customer to “right size” and make sure they ordered the right tiers of

services and products, the team wanted to contact customers to point out

additional servicesthey might want to add. Atthe time, the team wassending

service emails and texts that educated customers about the products they had.

Nowthey also considered using email to provide customers with more detail

about products they might want.

BecauseComcastopts-incustomersto marketingmessagesat point of

sale, promotional messages are permitted through email. Comcast had to

weighthe decision to balance any messagesseen as noncritical or promo-tional

with key service messages—too many messages might cause a cus-tomer

to tune-out all messages but sending none would not aid the

customer in understanding what services might be a better fit for their

household.

Suzanneandherteam consideredtheir
options 1• 2• 3

Don’t email these customers about anything more than the

products they have. Keep up the current practice of service mes-saging

only to show them how to install their cable box,remind them

of appointments, tell them when their kit will arrive, and introduce

them to the services and features they have. Thischoice would ensurethat cus-tomers

would not tune out messages due to the noncritical nature of the promo-tional

information. Onthe other hand, the lack of a promotional email strategy

would makeit more difficult to help customers “right size” if they realized within

the first 90 daysthey didn’t choose the ideal service packagefor their needs.

Option

Add promotional emails to the flow, but keep them distinct

from the service emails to ensure that customers don’t

tune out a service email by thinking it is just a sales mes-sage.

Useemailsto encourage customers to upgrade their services,

but clearly label them as promotional, and include information on convenient

waysto upgrade. As with any other sales-related email,the customer would be

free to ignore the message based upon its subject line or a quick review of the

content. This choice would still allow customers to “right size” their cable

package if they weren’t satisfied with what they had. But there would always

bethe danger that customers would start to engage less with email from

Comcast and perhaps even opt out of emails from the company entirely. That

wouldremove any chance to connect withthe customer down the road.

Use emails to highlight ways to upgrade service plans as a

part of the service email. This strategy would be less intrusive

than Option #2, because customers wouldregard these emails as

educational rather than as a pitch to buy morefeatures. Still,it would

bepossiblethat customers mighttry to opt out of these additional emails, nega-tively

impacting the perfect first 90 days Comcast was striving to deliver.

Now, put yourself in Suzanne’s shoes. Whichoption would you choose,

and why?

You Choose

Which Option would you choose, and why?

Option 1 Option 2 Option 3

Option

Option

1.1
OBJECTIVE

Explain what

marketing is, the

marketing mix, what

can be marketed, and

the value of marketing.

Marketing: WhatIsIt?
Marketing. People either love it or hate it. The crazy part of this is that

whether they love it or hate it, most folks really do not understand

what marketing really is! How about when a Rihanna concert in

Atlanta or Chicago entices fans from Peoria, Illinois, to travel to those

cities just to scream in ecstasy alongside the locals? Then there are the

pop-up ads on your Facebook page for something you were searching

for at Poshmark last week. And of course, there are those emails that
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consumer

The ultimate user of a good or service.

fill your inbox from Amazon.com, suggesting products that might entice you to let go of

some hard-earned cash. Yes, these are all examples of marketing. And that’s just scratching

the surface.

You already know a lot about marketing; it’s been a part of your life from day one. As

one of billions of consumers around the globe, you are the ultimate user of a good or ser-vice.

Every time you purchase or use your car, your clothes, your lunch at the cafeteria

(whether an old-school burger or a vegan version), a movie, or a haircut, you are part of the

marketing process. In this text, we’ll tell you why—and why you should care.

Indeed, consumers like you (and your humble authors!) are at the center of all market-ing

activities. By the way, when we refer to consumers, we don’t just mean individuals.

Organizations—whether a company, government, sorority, or charity—are also consumers.

Here’s the key: Marketing is first and foremost about satisfying consumer needs. Welike to

say that the consumer is king (or queen), but it’s important not to lose sight of the fact that

the seller also has needs—to make a profit, to remain in business, and even to take pride in

selling the highest-quality products possible. Products are sold to satisfy both consumers’

and marketers’ needs; it’s a two-way street.

Let’s think for a minute about satisfying customer needs. While this is easy enough to

understand, it’s far more difficult to achieve. Customers face millions of companies offering

gazillions of products.

Traditionally, marketing gurus would tell us that all we need to do is to offer consum-ers

a great product at a reasonable price and show them how their lives would beimproved

if they own it. Voilà! Success and profits!

Today it’s a little more difficult. There are literally millions of companies around the

customer experience (CX or CEX)

A customer’s overall assessment of every

interaction the customer has experienced with

a business, from navigating the company

website to talking to customer service to the

packaging the product arrives in.

marketing

Marketing is the activity, set of institutions,

and processes for creating, communicating,

delivering, and exchanging offerings that have

value for customers, clients, partners, and

society at large.1

globe all vying for the limited demand of consumers. And the customer is exposed to not

only traditional marketing activities but also the contacts provided by companies and other

consumers who are, like them, online 24/7.

So how does one brand succeed? Today, what matters is the customer experience (CX

or CEX). CX is the customer’s overall assessment of every interaction the customer has

experienced with a business from navigating the company website to talking to customer

service to the packaging the product arrives in. Today’s customer is only going to buy and

be loyal to a brand that has always given them positive experiences. Even one bad experi-ence

can send customers scurrying to your competitor. We’ll talk more about CX and how

marketers map the customer’s experience later in Chapter 5 and again in Chapter 12.

When you ask people to define marketing, you get many answers. Some people say,

“That’s all those emails and popups I get on my computer from Amazon and every other

online site I know of, trying to get meto buy something from them.” Many people say, “Oh,

that’s simple—TV commercials.” Students might answer, “That’s a course I have to take

before I can get my business degree.” Each of these responses has a grain of truth to it, but

the official definition of marketing the American Marketing Association adopted in 2013is

as follows:

Marketing is the activity, set of institutions, and processes for creating, commu-nicating,

delivering, and exchanging offerings that have value for customers,

clients, partners, and society at large.2

The basic idea behind this somewhat complicated definition is that marketing is all

about delivering value to everyone whom a transaction affects. That’s a long-winded expla-nation.

Let’s take it apart to understand exactly what marketing is all about.

“Marketing Is the Activity, Set of Institutions, and Processes . . . ”

As we will discuss throughout this text, marketing includes a great number of activities—from

top-level market planning by the chief marketing officer (CMO) of a big company to

the creation of a Facebook page by your university. The importance organizations assign t
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marketing activities varies a lot. Top management in some firms is marketing oriented

(especially when the chief executive officer, or CEO, comes from the marketing ranks),

whereas in other companies marketing is an afterthought. One study shows that over

25 percent of CEOs have either a marketing or a sales background—that makes this infor-mation

pretty relevant, so stick with us!3

In the text, we discuss many of the activities of marketing that include:

• Better understanding of customer needs through marketing research

• Selecting the people or organizations in the market that are your best bets for

success

• Developing the product

• Pricing the product

• Getting the product to the consumer

• Delivering marketing messages via traditional and online advertising and a host of

other activities

We’ll also learn about a variety of institutions that help firms create a better marketing

program:

• Advertising and other types of agencies that firms work with to create and deliver a

variety of marketing communication activities, including traditional advertising, as

well as newer digital communications, sales promotions, and research activities

Of course today, there are a number of different categories of agencies. Some of these

are:

• Startup marketing

• Public relations

• Advertising

• Digital marketing

• Content marketing & SEO

• Social media marketing4

• Marketing research firms, such as Nielsen, that provide data vital to the planning and

implementation of successful marketing programs

• The traditional media

• The Internet and social media

• Governments that enforce laws and regulations to make sure marketing occurs in a

fair and ethical manner

• Logistics firms that get the product to the consumer most efficiently

• Retailers that interact directly with the final customer

We also talk about some of the processes marketers use in combination with these institu-tions

to satisfy customer needs—the end-all for all marketing activities.

Whether it is a giant global producer of consumer products, such as Procter & Gamble,

or a smaller organization, such as Lizard’s Thicket, a restaurant business in Columbia, SC,

a marketer’s decisions affect—and are affected by—the firm’s other activities. Marketing

managers must work with financial and accounting officers to figure out whether products

are profitable, to set marketing budgets, and to determine prices. They must work with

people in manufacturing to be sure that the new iPhone is produced on time and in the

right quantities for those avid iPhone fans who camp out in front of Apple stores to get

their hands on the new model. Marketers also must work with research-and-development

specialists to create products that meet consumers’ needs. And most important, marketers

must maintain their expertise on the ever-changing innovations that occur daily in every

aspect of marketing
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Figure1.1Snapshot| The Marketing Mix

The marketing mixis the marketer’s strategic toolbox.

Product

strategies

Place

strategies

“ . . . for Creating, Communicating,
Delivering, and Exchanging . . . ”: The
Marketing Mix

The Marketing

Mix

As we said, marketing is about satisfying needs. To do this, mar-keters

need many tools. The marketing mixis the marketer’s stra-tegic

toolbox. It consists of the tools the organization uses to create

a desired response among a set of predefined consumers. These

tools include the product itself, the price of the product, the pro-motional

activities (such as advertising and social media market-ing)

that introduce the product to consumers, and the places

where it is available. Wecommonly refer to the elements of the

marketing mix asthe four Ps: product, price, promotion, and place.

Although we talk about the four Ps as separate parts of a

Price

strategies

marketing mix

Acombination of the product itself, the price of

the product, the promotional activities that

introduce it, and the places whereit is made

available that together create a desired response

among a set of predefined consumers.

four Ps

Product, price, promotion, and place.

Promotion

strategies

firm’s marketing strategy, in reality, product, price, promotion,

and place decisions are interdependent. Decisions about any

single one of the four are affected by and affect every other mar-keting

mix decision. For example, what if Superdry (a rapidly

growing Japanese apparel company) decides to introduce a

leather biker jacket that is higher end than the ones it makes

now? If the company uses more expensive materials to make

this item, it has to boost the selling price to cover these higher

costs; this also signals to consumers that the garment is more

upscale. In addition, Superdry would have to create advertising

and other promotional strategies to convey a top-quality image.

Furthermore, the firm must include high-end retailers like Berg-dorf

Goodman and Bloomingdale’s in its distribution strategy to

ensure that shoppers who seek out high-end items will come across the jacket. Thus, all the

pieces in the puzzle wecall the marketing mix work together. As Figure 1.1 shows, each Pis

interconnected with each of the other three Ps. This shows usthat the activities of each of the

four Ps must be coordinated with each of the other three Ps.

We’ll examine these components of the marketing mix in detail later in this book. For

now, let’s briefly look at each of the four Ps to gain some more insight into their role in the

marketing mix.

Product

product

Atangible good, service, idea, or some

combination of these that satisfies consumer or

business customer needs through the exchange

process; a bundle of attributes including

features, functions, benefits, and uses.

What have you spent your money and time to get recently? A pizza on Friday night, a con-cert

on the weekend, a drone that will take photos from high in the air—maybe even a

“wonderful” marketing textbook? These are all products. A product can be a good, a ser-vice,

an idea, a place, a person—whatever a person or organization offers for sale in the

exchange. Creating new products is vital to the success and even the life of an organization.

The product, one aspect of the marketing mix, includes the design and packaging of a good

as well as its physical features and any associated services, such as free delivery.

The product is a combination of many different elements, all of which are important to

the product’s success. Think about your college education—an expensive product, for sure.

You are buying more than the boring lecture in that chemistry class (or the awesome lecture

in your marketing class). You are also paying for the health center with a weight room,

pool, and a rock-climbing wall; for the classroom building; for the football and basketball

teams; and maybe for the bragging rights of graduating from a “Big Ten” school.

Promotion
promotion

The coordination of a marketer’s communication

efforts to influence attitudes or behavior.

Although we all are familiar with advertising, promotion, also referred to as marketing

communication, includes many different activities marketers undertake to infor
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consumers about their products and to encourage potential

customers to buy these products. Marketing communica-tion

takes the form of personal selling, TV advertising,

store coupons, billboards, magazine ads, publicity releases,

web pages, social media sites, and a lot more. Today mar-keters

are quickly moving much of their energy and money

to devising and implementing digital marketing communi-cations,

including mobile marketing, location-based mar-keting,

behavioral digital marketing, and, of course, social

media marketing.

Place

Place refers to the availability of the product to the customer

at the desired time and location. This Prelates to a channel of

distribution, which is the series of firms or individuals that

facilitates the movement of a product from the producer to

the final customer. For clothing or electronics, this channel includes local retailers as well as

other outlets, such as retail sites on the web that strive to offer the right quantity of products

in the right styles at the right time. Place now has expanded past the traditional channel of

distribution to consumers renting their homes or cars or RVs to other consumers in the shar-ing

economy that we’ll talk more about later.

A productis actuallya “bundle” of benefits. Forsome universities,that meansthat in

additionto a great educationthey offer cool amenitieslike a rock-climbing wall.

place

The availability of the product to the customer

at the desired time and location.

Price

Price—we all know what price is. It’s the amount you have to pay for the pizza, the concert

tickets, the tennis racket, and, yes, this book. Price is the assignment of value, or the amount

the consumer must exchange to receive the offering. Marketers often turn to price to

increase consumers’ interest in a product. This happens when they put an item on sale, but

in other cases, marketers actually try to sell a product with a higher price than people are

used to if they want to communicate that it’s high quality or cutting edge. For example,

designer clothes and accessories are priced so high that only a few consumers can afford

them. Not many of us can afford a Prada Python/Crocodile Arcade-Stripe Frame Satchel

Bag priced at $9,600 or a pair of Valentino Rockstud Metallic Leather Mid-Heel Pumps at

$1,045. If you can, you probably don’t need to take this course!

At the heart of every marketing act—big or small—is something werefer to as an

exchange relationship. An exchange occurs when a person gives something and gets some-thing

else in return. The buyer receives an object, service, or idea that satisfies a need, and

the seller receives something he or she feels is of equivalent value. Today, most exchanges

occur as monetary transactions in which one party surrenders currency (in the form of

cash, check, credit card, or even Bitcoin) in return for a good or a service. But there are also

other kinds of exchanges. A politician, for example, can agree to work toward certain goals

in exchange for your vote, city officials may offer you a cleaner environment if you recycle,

and health officials tell you that you can save lives (perhaps your own) if you wash your

hands with soap and hot water for 20 seconds.

For an exchange to occur, at least two people or organizations must be willing to makea

trade, and each must have something the other wants. Both parties must agree on the value

of the exchange and how it will be carried out. Each party also must befree to accept or reject

the other’s terms for the exchange. Under these conditions, a knife-wielding robber’s offer to

“exchange” your money for your life does not constitute a valid exchange. In contrast,

although someone may complain that a store’s prices are “highway robbery,” an exchange

occurs if he or she still forks over the money to buy something there—even if he or she still

grumbles about it weeks later.

To complicate things a bit more, everyone does not always agree on the terms of the

exchange. Think, for example, about movie piracy. That’s what happens when a new Marvel

channel of distribution

The series of firms or individuals that

facilitates the movement of a product from the

producer to the final customer.

price

The assignment of value, or the amount the

consumer must exchange to receive the

offering.

exchange

The process by which some transfer of value

occurs between a buyer and a seller.
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blockbuster is available on street corners for a few dollars—or free on BitTorrent—before it

even opens in theaters.

“ . . . Offerings . . . ”: What Can We Market?

Is there any limit to what marketers can and will market? Marketing applies to more than

just the new iPhone and the Microwavable S’Mores Maker your mother bought you before

you came to college.

Some of the best marketers come from the ranks of services companies, such as Ameri-can

Express, or not-for-profit organizations, like Greenpeace. Politicians, athletes, and per-formers

use marketing to their advantage (the Kardashians have figured it out). Ideas such

as political systems (democracy, totalitarianism), religion (Christianity, Islam), and art (real-ism,

abstract) also compete for acceptance in a “marketplace.” In this text, we’ll refer to any

good, service, person, place, or idea that we can market as a product, even though what

you buy may not take a physical form.

consumer goods

The goods individual consumers purchase for

personal or family use.

services

Intangible products that are exchanged directly

between the producer and the customer.

Consumer Goods and Services

Consumer goods are the tangible products that individual consumers purchase for per-sonal

or family use. Services are intangible products that we pay for and use but don’t own.

In 2017, service transactions contribute 80 percent of the gross domestic product (GDP) in

the U.S. and other developed countries.5 Marketers need to understand the special chal-lenges

that arise when they market an intangible service rather than a tangible good.6

Because both goods and services are products, it’s more accurate to say “goods and ser-vices”

rather than “products and services.”

Business-to-Business Goods and Services

business-to-business marketing

The marketing of goods and services from one

organization to another.

industrial goods

Goods that individuals or organizations buy

for further processing or for their own use

whenthey do business.

e-commerce

The buying or selling of goods and services

electronically, usually over the Internet.

Business-to-business marketing is about the exchange of goods and services from one orga-nization

to another. Although we usually think of marketing in terms of the piles of con-sumer

goods that beg for our dollars every day, the reality is that businesses and other

organizations buy alot more stuff than consumers do. They purchase these industrial goods

for further processing or to use in their own business operations. For example, automakers

buy tons of steel to use in the manufacturing process. They also buy powerful computer

systems to track manufacturing costs and other information essential to operations and

much smaller computers to install in their cars to control those neat functions that keep

drivers safe and happy.

Similarly, the growth of e-commerce isn’t just about things people buy for themselves—books,

clothing, cars, and so forth—on the Internet. Just like in the offline world, much of

the real online action is in the area of business-to-business marketing.

not-for-profit organizations, or

nongovernmental organizations

(NGOs)

Organizations with charitable, educational,

community, and other public service goals that

buy goods and services to support their functions

and to attract and serve their members.

Not-for-Profit Marketing

As we noted previously, you don’t have to be a businessperson to use marketing principles.

Many not-for-profit organizations, or nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), including

museums, zoos, and even churches, practice the marketing concept to survive. Local govern-ments

adopt marketing techniques to attract new businesses and industries to their counties

and cities. Even states are getting into the act: We’veknown for a long time that INY, but

recently Kentucky and Oregon hired advertising agencies to develop statewide branding

campaigns. (The official state motto of Oregon is now “Oregon. Welove dreamers.”)7

Idea, Place, and People Marketing

Marketing principles also encourage people to endorse ideas or to change their behaviors in

positive ways. Many organizations work hard to “sell” everything from the elimination of

racism and gender discrimination to shelter-pet adoption to stopping teen bullying. Weare

all familiar with tourism marketing that promotes wonderful places with slogans such as

“Smile! You are in Spain!” or “Live your myth in Greece.
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You may have heard the expression “Stars are made, not born.” There’s alot of truth to

that. Adele may have a killer voice and Chris Davis may have a red-hot baseball bat, but

talent alone doesn’t make thousands or even millions of people buy their music or stadium

seats. Some of the same principles that go into “creating” a celebrity apply to you. An enter-tainer—whether

Miranda Lambert, Selena Gomez, or Drake—must “package” his or her

talents, identify a market that is likely to be interested, and work hard to gain exposure to

these potential customers by appearing in the right musical venues.

In the same way, everyday people like you “package” themselves when they create a great

social media profile. And this person-marketing perspective is more valid than ever—now that

almost everyone can find “15 minutes of fame” on a website or blog or in a YouTube video. We

even have a new word—microcelebrity—to describe those who are famous not necessarily to

millions of people but certainly to hundreds or even thousands who follow their comings and

goings on Facebook, Instagram, or Twitter. Whether it’s the guy who sang the “Bed Intruder

Song,” Boxxy, Gary the Goat, “Alex from Target,” or even Grumpy Cat, the Internet churns out

hundreds of temporarily famous people who probably won’t be remembered for long.

The idea of marketing people is especially important to college students like you who

are trying to land an internship or ajob. In fact, we believe this is so important that we have

a section in every chapter of this book called “Brand You.” As we go through the marketing

process chapter by chapter, we will discuss how you can use marketing strategies to create

your unique brand. We will talk about how Brand You can be useful not only for getting a

first job but also for enjoying a successful career.

“ . . . Value for Customers . . . ”

Most successful firms today practice the marketing concept—that is, marketers first iden-tify

consumer needs and then provide products that satisfy those needs to ensure the firm’s

long-term profitability. Practicing the marketing concept is, of course, more complex and

requires that marketers understand the most basic elements of successful marketing.

These elements—needs, wants, benefits, demand, a market, and a marketplace—are

listed and explained in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1

Term

Need

Want

| ValueforCustomers
Definition

The recognition of any difference between

a consumer’s actual state and some ideal

or desired state.

The desire to satisfy needs in specific ways

that are culturally and socially influenced.

marketing concept

A management orientation that focuses on

identifying and satisfying consumer needs to

ensure the organization’s long-term profitability.

need

The recognition of any difference between a

consumer’s actual state and some ideal or

desired state.

want

The desire to satisfy needs in specific ways

that are culturally and socially influenced.

benefit

The outcome sought by a customer that

motivates buying behavior that satisfies a

need or want.

demand

Customers’ desires for products coupled with

the resources needed to obtain them.

market

All the customers and potential customers

who share a common need that can be

satisfied by a specific product, who have the

resources to exchange for it, who are willing

to makethe exchange, and who have the

authority to makethe exchange.

marketplace

Anylocation or medium used to conduct an

exchange.

In Practice

If the difference is big enough, the consumer is motivated to take action

to satisfy the need. When you’re hungry, you buy a snack. If you’re not

happy with your hair, you get a new hairstyle.

If two students are hungry, the first student may be a health nut who

fantasizes about gulping down a big handful of trail mix, whereas the

second person may lust for a greasy cheeseburger and fries. The first

student’s want is trail mix, whereas the second student’s want is fast

food (and some antacid for dessert).

Benefit

Demand

Market

The outcome sought by a customer that

motivates buying behavior that satisfies a

need or want.

Customers’ desires for products coupled

with the resources needed to obtain them.

All the customers and potential customers

who share a common need that can be

satisfied by a specific product, who have

the resources to exchange for it, who are

willing to make the exchange, and who

have the authority to make the exchange.

Marketplace Any location or medium used to conduct

an exchange.

After several years when sales were down, McDonald’s responded to the

number-one request of its customers: breakfast all day. The new program

attracted lapsed customers back and increased lunch business.8

Demand for a snappy red BMW convertible includes the people who

want the car minus those who can’t afford to buy orlease one.

The availability of scholarships, government aid, and loans has increased the

market for college education as more students can afford an education.

Today the exchange may be face-to-face or through a mail-order catalog,

a TV shopping network, an eBay auction, or a phone app
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For example, you may need transportation but want a new Tesla Model S Performance.

The Tesla Model S Performance will not only get you from point Ato point B;it will also go

from 0 to 60 mph in under 3 seconds. Unfortunately, it’s possible that Tesla can’t count you

in their estimates of demand or the size of the market for the Model S because, at around

$90,000, you can’t afford such an expensive car. In that case, you need to check out a differ-ent

marketplace: a used car lot.

utility

The usefulness or benefit that consumers

receive from a product.

Of course, marketplaces continue to evolve. Increasingly consumers, especially younger

ones, would rather rent than purchase the products they use. One of the biggest changes is in

the domain of car sales, which are plummeting among newer drivers. Innovative start-ups like

Zipcar figured out that many people, especially those who live in urban areas, would rather

rent a ride by the hour instead of dealing with the hassles of car loans and hunting for parking

spots. Now the big guys are testing the waters. BMW now wholly owns the DriveNow electric

vehicle car-sharing program and ReachNow, which operates in North American cities.

Asecond change in the transportation marketplace is ridesharing. Uber, founded in

2009, has become a global phenomenon based on this concept. Uber drivers use their own

cars and work when they want to. Average customers prefer Uber to traditional taxis

because typically the ride is cleaner. Even business travelers are choosing Uber over rentals

and taxis—one study showed that this type of travel made up two-thirds of business

expense receipts for ground transportation in 2017. It’s clear the business is thriving—Uber

gave four billion rides in 2017 alone!9 Lyft, the second largest ride-sharing company, began

doing business as Zimride in 2012.

Millions of enterprising consumers, in turn, are considering joining the

sharing economy by renting out their stuff when they aren’t using it; they’re

offering everything from barbecue grills and power tools to Halloween cos-tumes

and who knows what else on sites like Zilok in France and Craigslist

in the United States. Some analysts refer to this mushrooming trend as col-laborative

consumption.

The sharing economy continues to grow as more and more consumers

have the ability and the preference to rent or borrow goods rather than buy

their own. The sharing economy is estimated to grow from $14 billion in

2014 to $335 billion by 2025.10 This estimate is based on the rapid growth of

Uber and Airbnb as indicators. We’ll talk more about the sharing economy

in Chapters 10 and 11.

Rentthe Runway is a service started by two recent business school

grads. It rents high-end dresses from designers, like Diane von

Furstenberg, for about one-tenth ofthe cost of buying the same

garment in a store. A woman can rent a dress for four nights; it’s

shipped directly to her doorstep, muchlike a Netflix DVD. The cus-tomer

returns the dress in a prepaid envelope and the rental price

includes the cost of dry cleaning. Place utility at work!

Marketing Creates Utility

In the beginning of this chapter, we discussed the definition of market-ing:

“marketing is . . . for delivering value for customers.” Value for con-sumers

is the ratio of benefits to cost (as perceived by the customer) that

motivates purchase. The benefit is some type of utility of goods and ser-vices

as delivered by the four Ps. Thus, utility refers to the usefulness or

benefit customers receive through the product itself, its price, its distri-bution,

and the marketing communications about it. Marketing pro-cesses

create several different kinds of utility to provide value to

consumers:

• Form utility is the benefit marketing provides by transforming raw mate-rials

into finished products, as when a dress manufacturer combines silk,

thread, and zippers to create a bridesmaid’s gown.

• Place utility is the benefit marketing provides by making products avail-able

when and where customers want them. The most sophisticated

evening gown sewn in New York’s garment district is of little use to a

bridesmaid in Kansas City if it isn’t shipped to her in time.
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